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Abstract and Keywords
Chapter 5 assesses China’s engagement as a rising power with
global nuclear order in the 2000s. Particular attention is paid
to shifts in US nuclear policy towards ballistic missile defence
and counter proliferation since these are deemed problematic
in China in terms of its nuclear deterrent. Despite these
difficulties, China has displayed remarkable restraint in its
nuclear strategy and continues to engage with key nuclear
institutions, but at a chequered pace, displaying some resolve
over the North Korean nuclear crisis, but a lack of resolve
elsewhere, as with Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
ratification. The chapter ends by examining Chinese
perspectives on efforts to repair a global nuclear order
seemingly under strain, as well as recent developments such
as the 2008 US–India civilian nuclear deal.
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In the 2000s, a consensus has emerged among nuclear
scholars: the global nuclear order is in crisis, under strain,
perhaps even broken.1 But does China share this view? If so,
to what extent has a rising China engaged in the process of
upholding nuclear order? It is to these questions that this
chapter refers. The chapter is divided into four sections. The
first section unpacks the nature of the crisis facing nuclear
order, pointing to proliferation concerns and institutional
deadlock, as well as changes in US nuclear posture. The
second section explores China’s response to these changes in
terms of its own strategy and whether it remains based on a
retaliatory force capability. The third section will focus on
China’s wider actions regarding the institutional paralysis and
proliferation crises that have plagued the non-proliferation
regime in the 2000s. The last section will turn to more recent
developments and Chinese perspectives on the future of global
nuclear order, in particular the call for a nuclear weapons free
world, nuclear security efforts, and the controversial 2008 US–
India civilian nuclear deal.
It will be argued that China has contributed to maintaining
nuclear order by remaining committed to a retaliation-based
strategy and by continued engagement with institutional
aspects of nuclear order, even playing a direct role in trying to
resolve the proliferation challenge posed by North Korea.
However, in other areas China has adopted a cautious
attitude, for example in negotiations towards a FMCT, fearful
perhaps that nuclear order is moving away from the more
representative order China has long preferred, towards an
order based on US nuclear hegemony. (p.121)

Three Challenges to Global Nuclear Order
By the early 2000s, the global nuclear order that had
consolidated in the first half of the 1990s faced
deconstruction. The seeds of this deconstruction can be traced
back to the late 1990s but this process gained considerable
pace in the early 2000s.
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The first set of challenges was proliferation-based, triggered
by fears of nuclear terrorism following the 9/11 attacks on
New York and Washington in 2001; growing global interest in
civilian nuclear energy, part of a so-called ‘nuclear
renaissance’; suspected nuclear weapons programmes in Iraq,
North Korea, and Iran; as well as the exposure in 2004 of an
illicit nuclear trafficking network led by a former Pakistani
nuclear scientist, A.Q. Khan.2 In regards to the latter, the IAEA
discovered a Chinese nuclear warhead design from the 1960s
that had turned up via the A.Q. Khan network in Libya.3 Taken
together, these developments placed serious strains on the
NPT regime and questioned the efficacy of nuclear deterrence
with respect to non-state actors such as terrorists.
Institutional deadlock represented the second serious
challenge to the arms control and non-proliferation pillars of
global nuclear order: the CTBT eluded ratification in Beijing
and Washington, and attempts to negotiate an FMCT
languished at the CD, held up by procedural issues. In
addition, a number of nuclear armed states such as India,
Pakistan, and Israel (and, by 2003, North Korea) remained
outside both the NPT and CTBT. Third, important shifts were
underway in US and Russian nuclear thinking, with the latter
placing renewed emphasis on nuclear weapons in overall
military strategy,4 and the former undertaking a
comprehensive review of its nuclear posture in the early
2000s.
Given these developments, Chinese officials such as Liu Jieyi,
the Chinese Director General for Disarmament and Arms
Control, declared in 2002 that ‘the global strategic landscape
is transforming and the international security environment is
facing new challenges’.5 Similarly, in 2005 Zhang Yishan, head
(p.122)

of the Chinese delegation to the CTBT, noted that

‘severe challenges’ confront the non-proliferation regime,
arms control, and the disarmament process.6
Changes in US nuclear weapons posture proved particularly
problematic for China. Beijing was aware of gradual changes
underway in US thinking that began with the ‘Lead and
Hedge’ strategy in 1995 and official documents like the
Presidential Decision Directive 60 in 1997 which declined to
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rule out using nuclear weapons to preserve US hegemony and
security.7 However, from 2000 the US posture underwent
deeper shifts, suggestive perhaps of a desire for nuclear
hegemony, in other words, a disarming first strike capability
that could potentially undermine the nuclear deterrents of
other nuclear armed states.8 Indeed, during the 2000 US
presidential campaign George W. Bush criticized President
Clinton for ‘active engagement’ with countries like Russia and
China.9 Then, Bush began his first term of office by initiating
major reviews of all national security policies.10 By May 2001
Bush had a ‘nuclear plan’.11 According to this plan, more
attention would be paid to improving US nuclear strategy,
promising to ‘refashion the balance between defenses and
deterrence’.12 Crucially, the US no longer seemed prepared to
settle for mutual deterrence with Russia or China.13 Post 9/11,
this shift accelerated, with the added incentive to combat the
threat of nuclear terrorism and nuclear suspects in the ‘axis of
evil’.
This approach to nuclear threats was evident in US policy
documents such as the 2001 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR),
portions of which were leaked to the Los Angeles Times and
New York Times in 2002. The 2001 NPR continued a trend
already developed in Clinton’s 1995 NPR: a capabilitiesrather than intentions-based approach to policymaking. In the
2001 NPR, a new triad of nuclear forces was proposed,
introducing new capabilities, including NMD. It was also
contended that China ‘could be involved in an immediate or
potential contingency’ and was placed on the nuclear targets
list.14 China later featured in a new US war plan in 2005,
known as the OPLAN

(p.123)

5077, to include the use of

nuclear weapons over a crisis involving Taiwan.15 In addition
to the 2001 NPR, in 2002 the US National Security Strategy
was published, introducing the doctrine of pre-emption, an
extension of the 1997 US counter-proliferation policy. Then, in
2003, the US abrogated the ABM treaty, freeing itself to
pursue NMD. In essence, all these developments fed into
Bush’s nuclear plan of invulnerability and unilateralism. This
plan, if realized, had serious implications for nuclear order,
suggesting that the US was reworking strategies to combat
proliferation as well as the rules of nuclear deterrence so that
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it would now be guided not so much by MAD but by a more
unilateral form of assured destruction, the ability to
overwhelmingly destroy the enemy and survive a nuclear
war.16
What did this mean for China? According to one Beijing
scholar, Wu Rui, the US wanted to simply ‘capture Chinese
nuclear deterrence, rather than know it’.17 In particular, three
features of US nuclear posture were of concern to the
Chinese: NMD, the proposed new triad, and US abandonment
of the arms control regime.
First, as Jan Lodal explains, if operational, NMD represented
the ‘ultimate military capability’ granting the US a first strike
capability to destroy the second strike force of any
opponent.18 This would mean that any state, irrespective of
capability, would be vulnerable to US nuclear attack. Worse
still, for China, US missile defence plans extended to Japan
and Taiwan.19 Thus, Chinese officials like Liu Jieyi remained
unconvinced that China was not the real target of US missile
defence plans.20 According to Chinese expert Sun Xiangli, of
the Arms Control Division of the IAPCM in Beijing, NMD had
the potential to neutralize the Chinese nuclear deterrent.21 By
the early 2000s, China’s deterrent remained based on
uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of its retaliatory
capabilities. This meant that the US would not know the exact
number of Chinese ICBMs and therefore could not be certain
that a first strike would be successful.22 Thus, although the US
and China shared unbalanced levels of capability, the
relationship remained stable. NMD promised to override this
stability by rendering China’s capacity for retaliation
irrelevant. NMD was also of wider concern to the Communist
regime for fear

(p.124)

that NMD perhaps represented a ‘trick

to bring China into an arms race that would exhaust its
resources and harm its economic development’.23 In addition,
NMD, if extended to Taiwan, might degrade China’s missile
capabilities stationed on the Fujian coast.24 Worse still,
Taiwan might consider missile defence a de facto military
alliance with the US and, based on this perception, declare its
independence from China.25
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Second, the 2001 US NPR outlined plans for a coercive force
based on a new triad of unprecedented nuclear and
conventional capabilities with the capacity to destroy
previously invulnerable targets. This is problematic, according
to Tian Jingmei, of the Arms Control Division of the IAPCM,
because the ‘new TRIAD blurs the distinctions between
nuclear weapons and conventional weapons, making it more
likely that the US would employ nuclear forces’.26
Furthermore, as retired PLA General Pan Zhenqiang has
suggested, this could undermine the credibility of China’s
NFU policy by introducing new scenarios whereby the US
might use tactical nuclear weapons over Taiwan or
conventional weapons against China’s ICBM silos.27
Third, there was little to no room for arms control in Bush’s
nuclear plan. Indeed, US arms control officials in the Bush
administration were reported to ‘detest the CD’.28 By 2001,
Bush had rejected several treaties, including the CTBT and
ABM treaty. The Chinese particularly lamented the loss of the
ABM, which they considered a ‘cornerstone of strategic
stability’.29 In May 2002, the US and Russia signed the
Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty (SORT, otherwise
known as the Moscow Treaty), but this treaty was ambiguous
and open-ended, based on asymmetric reductions, all
reversible and favourable to the US.30 From 2003 onwards,
written negotiated treaties were, in the words of the US
Secretary of Defense, ‘ancient history’.31 China considered
these developments problematic, devaluing the arms control
and non-proliferation pillars of nuclear order. Whereas the US
had played a positive role in encouraging China’s growing
engagement with nuclear order in the 1990s, now the US
threatened to have the opposite effect.32 China also

(p.125)

feared that US actions might have wider spillover effects, with
other states leaving or losing confidence in the nuclear
order.33
In summary, the 2000s began with a series of challenges to
global nuclear order, from proliferation crises to institutional
deadlock and changes in US nuclear posture. From China’s
perspective, the discovery of an old warhead design in Libya
that had passed through the A.Q. Kahn network cast, yet
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again, its non-proliferation record with Pakistan in the
international spotlight. However, far more problematic for
Beijing was the unilateral turn in US nuclear posture. This was
considered especially destabilizing, devaluing arms control
and non-proliferation efforts, as well as refashioning
traditional ideas of nuclear deterrence. More concretely,
Bush’s nuclear plan threatened not only China’s deterrent but
also Beijing’s preferred vision of a more multilateral nuclear
order.

Nuclear Strategy: Moving Beyond Retaliation?
In light of the challenges above, especially the changes in US
nuclear posture, China could be expected to have
reconsidered its nuclear strategy based on retaliation.
However, a review of China’s nuclear strategy in the 2000s,
during which Chinese leadership was transferred from Jiang
Zemin to Hu Jintao, suggests continuity rather than change.
Only slight, though significant, changes in Chinese declaratory
policy emerged, alongside a new internal debate. Here,
Beijing’s response to changes in US nuclear posture will be
considered in terms of declaratory policy, internal debates,
and force modernization.
Declaratory Policy

From 2000–3, China offered more transparency regarding the
direction and scope of its nuclear weapons strategy. Indeed,
for the first time, China’s 2000 defence white paper openly
stated that its nuclear forces were intended for nuclear
deterrence, declaring that ‘China maintains a small but
effective nuclear counterattacking force in order to deter
possible nuclear attacks by other countries’.34 At a press
briefing in Beijing on missile defence in 2001, Chinese
Ambassador Sha Zukang pointed to ‘existing mutual
deterrence’ between China and the US, stressing that ‘we are
against NMD, not because we intend to threaten the security
of the US with our nuclear weapons. We just hope that the
existing mutual deterrence between the two countries

(p.126)

can be preserved’.35 Then, in 2001, Sha spoke of China’s
nuclear arsenal as the smallest and least advanced among the
five nuclear powers. This estimation was reiterated in 2004,
suggestive perhaps that China’s nuclear forces numbered less
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than 200.36 Overall, this transparency about the size of the
Chinese arsenal, and the open embrace of nuclear deterrence,
could perhaps be understood as part of a wider effort by China
to suggest that it should not be a target of or reason for the
unilateral turn in US nuclear strategy.
In the latter part of the decade, China continued to offer more
detail on its nuclear strategy in defence white papers and
through ad hoc comments made by senior Chinese political
officials and retired military leaders. In this regard, China’s
2006 defence white paper highlighted a ‘self-defense nuclear
strategy’ consisting of two main principles: counter-attack and
limited development so as to possess a lean and effective
nuclear deterrent.37 Here, counter-attack implies retaliation
and thus reinforces the policy of NFU, while a lean and
effective force commits China to the limited development of its
nuclear arsenal. These terms also featured in China’s 2008
defence white paper, which dedicated an entire section to
nuclear doctrine, planning during a crisis, and retaliation after
a nuclear attack. According to the 2008 paper, should China
come ‘under a nuclear threat, the nuclear missile force of the
Second Artillery Force will . . . get ready for a nuclear
counterattack’.38 In addition to white papers, in the last two
years, a growing number of comments have been made by
Chinese officials and retired PLA leaders reinforcing counterattack and self-defence. In 2010, at the Nuclear Security
Summit in Washington, DC, President Hu Jintao reiterated
China’s commitment to a nuclear strategy based on selfdefence and NFU.39 After the summit, Retired PLA Major
General Xu Guangyu elaborated on nuclear strategy in the
Liberation People’s Daily, stating that ‘China resolutely
adheres to a defensive nuclear strategy’. For Xu, ‘the most
basic feature of China’s nuclear strategy is to be a deterrent
but present no threat’.40
The emphasis on retaliation is also reflected in Chinese
military studies published in the 2000s, including Science of
Second Artillery Campaigns (2004),41 The Science of Military
Campaigns/Operational Studies (2000 and 2006), Science
(p.127)

of Military Strategy (2005),42 and a study in 2001/2 by

Xue Xinglin, of China’s NDU, titled Campaign Theory Study
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Guide.43 All these documents argue that China’s nuclear
strategy should be focused on prevention, survival, and
retaliation. No mention is made of tactical nuclear weapons or
offensive warfighting capabilities. Instead, these internal
documents highlight the need for a second strike force
capability, incorporating the principle of ‘striking after the
enemy has struck’. Emphasis is placed on the survivability of
nuclear forces, on self-protection, as well as signalling so as to
retaliate in a timely manner to a first strike.44 In Operational
Studies, three tasks for China’s nuclear forces are outlined: a
willingness to retaliate, the ability to ride out a nuclear attack,
and the capability to respond to a nuclear attack.45
Internal Academic Discussions of Strategy

Beyond declaratory policy, changes in US nuclear posture
sparked a wider ‘inside debate about the future nuclear policy
in China’.46 This debate, among civilian and military analysts
in China, offers an additional lens through which to interpret
contemporary Chinese nuclear strategy.
In the early 2000s, a diverse set of positions emerged from
these discussions. For some, the impact of NMD was deemed
as minimal and temporary, to be undone by the next US
President.47 A second view, popular among a small group of
experts in Shanghai, argued that NFU should be discarded,
contending that ‘if conventional weapons are used against
Shanghai or Beijing . . . this might justify a nuclear
response’.48 This group thus argued that in response to NMD
China should develop up to a thousand ICBMs. At the time, a
wider questioning of NFU was evident from a small number of
military commentators, most infamously Major General Zhu
Chenghu, a former dean at China’s National Defence
University, who suggested, in a personal remark in 2005 that
China perhaps ought to consider using nuclear weapons in a
conventional crisis over Taiwan. The specific comment was: ‘if
American’s draw their missiles and position-guided
ammunition onto the target zone on China’s territory, I think
we will have to respond with nuclear

(p.128)

weapons’.49 A

third position, representative of the majority of Chinese
analysts, called for measured improvements to the existing
strategy of uncertain retaliation. PLA General Pan argued that
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NMD was technically unfeasible and therefore NFU would
remain a credible aspect of China’s strategy.50 Tsinghua
University Professor Li Bin suggested China simply consider
developing mobile missiles and countermeasures to NMD so
as to maintain ‘a stable if asymmetric nuclear relationship
with the US’.51 A warfighting strategy was considered costly,
in terms of security, economics, and image. It would also
require a drastic shift in modernization plans.
After the mid-2000s, innovative ideas entered the internal
debate. These ideas can be roughly divided into two camps. In
the first camp, a number of PLA officers and scientists started
to call for a more flexible and credible form of deterrence,
based on the development of nuclear weapons with the
potential for a tactical role, as well as sea- and air-based
nuclear forces.52 A leading voice in this regard was former
deputy SAC commander, Zhao Xijun, whose work shed light on
circumstances under which NFU might be abandoned: in
response to a conventional attack on nuclear targets in China;
a change in declaratory nuclear policy to bolster leverage in a
crisis, for instance over Taiwan; and when national survival is
at stake.53
In the second camp, which represents the majority view,
emphasis was placed on the distinctiveness of China’s nuclear
strategy by refusing to attach traditional labels such as
minimal deterrence to strategy, emphasizing instead China’s
reliance on NFU, as well as notions of retaliation and limited
development.54 A leading voice here was Li Bin, for whom
China’s nuclear strategy has always been based on the
concept of ‘counter-coercion’ (fanhe weiya 反核威压).55 This
concept does not entail warfighting capabilities, but instead
works with NFU and defending China through the threat of
retaliation.56 According to counter-coercion, China need not
reach

(p.129)

a condition of assured destruction with the US

in order to achieve stable deterrence. Instead, China need only
be able to retaliate with a few ICBMs. China’s nuclear forces
can thus remain limited but still deter.
Other voices in this camp include Sun Xiangli of IAPCM, Xia
Liping of Tongji University, and PLA Major General Yao
Yunzhu of the AMS. In their respective work they have sought
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to emphasize continuity as well as uniqueness in China’s
nuclear strategy, based on limited forces, restraint in military
modernization, and NFU. For Sun, China’s military
modernization has always been limited and focused on the
development of mobile ICBMs.57 Similarly, Xia has argued that
China’s lean and effective approach to modernization is one of
‘utmost restraint’. Moreover, strategy has evolved from
countering nuclear blackmail to a minimum type deterrence
strategy.58 For Yao, China’s nuclear force is based neither on
denial nor punishment; instead it rests on the ‘advantage of
uncertainty’ not the traditional ‘show of force’.59 Crucially,
then, China is ‘willing to accept vulnerability as its NFU policy
indicates’.60 Limited development is also possible because for
China, nuclear deterrence is based not just on numbers but
also on the credibility of counter-attack and the survivability of
forces.61
Military Modernization

A third lens through which to examine China’s nuclear
strategy is the status and future projection of its nuclear force
in the context of military modernization. Indeed, in 2009
General Jing Zhiyuan, commander of SAC, emphasized the
need to modernize in order to maintain an effective and
retaliatory nuclear force.62 Yet throughout this period, the US
has remained concerned about the ambiguity over the scope,
pace, and purpose of China’s military modernization. In 2005
there were even reports of infighting between the Pentagon
and senior administration officials over this issue.63 This has
resulted in widespread speculation in the US that China is fast
becoming a

(p.130)

‘peer competitor’ in military terms.64

Indeed, relative to past Pentagon assessments of China’s
military power, the 2008 annual report noted an increase in
China’s nuclear arsenal by 25 per cent since 2006.65
However, at present it is estimated that China has around 240
nuclear warheads, making it one of the smallest nuclear
arsenals in the world.66 China’s nuclear deterrent rests on
twenty land-based ICBMs, the DF-5 series first deployed in the
1980s, based in two locations, with the warheads stored
separately. This reflects a low-alert status. In 2008, two land
mobile solid fuel ICBM systems, the DF-31 and DF-31A, were
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deployed. The DF-31A series has a range of 12,000 km and
could potentially support multiple warheads and penetration
aids.67 Beyond ICBMs, China has twelve DF-4, and between
fifty and one hundred DF-3 and D-21 IRBMs, suggesting a
more effective deterrent at a regional level, with reference to
Taiwan.
So far, modernization plans have centred on the deployment of
the DF-31 and DF-31A. China has also invested in
countermeasures against NMD, for example infrared and
stealth technology, and in 2008 China made public a system of
underground tunnels, known as the ‘Great Wall nuclear
counterattack project’, to ensure the survivability of its
force.68 Efforts have also focused on the development of a JL-2
SLBM.69 Chinese nuclear naval forces currently consist of a
single submarine, the Xia—a noisy submarine, of mediumrange capacity, currently out of operation. In the late 1980s,
China began to develop new submarines, the Type 094 Jin
class (with global range) and Type 093 (with regional range).
The Type 094 Jin class will likely carry sixteen JL-2 single
warhead SLBMs (with 7,200 to 8,000 km range). However,
(p.131)

at present China has no deployed SLBMs and the 094

Jin class and JL-2 SLBMs are reportedly encountering
technical problems.70
Based on current plans, then, it would seem that China is only
modernizing the means to deliver its nuclear warheads by
replacing older, liquid-fuelled ballistic missiles with mobile
solid fuel missiles. It does not seem to be designing, testing, or
producing any new nuclear designs. Moreover, in spite of
these efforts, serious weaknesses in its arsenal remain,
notably the lack of an early warning system, the decision to
forgo placing multiple warheads (MIRVs) on missiles, and the
failure to deploy 094 Jin class and JL-2 SLBMs. In addition,
Zhang Hui has recently claimed that China, having halted
production of highly enriched uranium and plutonium in the
1990s, has one of the smallest stockpiles of fissile material
among the nuclear weapons states, with limited reserves for
making new nuclear weapons.71
Given these weaknesses, pessimists tend to point to nonnuclear aspects of China’s military modernization as
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threatening, in particular advanced conventional weaponry,
such as short-range ballistic missiles (DF-11 and DF-15), antiship ballistic missiles (DF-21C and DF-21D), land attack cruise
missiles (DH-10), stealth technology, and an aircraft carrier.72
Space is another area of concern following the PLA’s AntiSatellite Missile Test (ASAT) on 11 January 2007.73 In this
vein, Descisciolo has noted the potential benefits of ASAT
testing in improving ICBMs and targeting.74
However, China’s nuclear force modernization indicates no
drastic deviation from a strategy based around retaliation. As
Li Bin and Wu Rui argue, China seeks to maintain a strategic
balance rather than numerical and qualitative parity with the
US.75 In other words, China is not attempting to match US
nuclear forces and is quite eager to avoid an arms race with
the US.76 In 2010, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman
Jiang Yu reiterated China’s commitment to limited
development, telling journalists that Beijing ‘exercises
extreme restraint over developing nuclear weapons and we
will continue

(p.132)

to maintain our nuclear power at the

lowest level, only for national security needs’.77
In summary, Chinese approaches to nuclear strategy and force
modernization have remained remarkably unchanged despite
the challenges posed by the unilateral turn in US nuclear
posture. In declaratory policy, discussions of nuclear
deterrence have become more transparent and from internal
debates a majority view has emerged arguing that China
should maintain retaliation as the basis of its nuclear strategy.

Cautious Engagement with Nuclear Order
China has also used the arms control and non-proliferation
regime to voice its concern over not just US nuclear posture
but wider institutional and proliferation challenges facing
nuclear order. Indeed, institutional paralysis and proliferation
crises have arguably deepened mid-way through the decade,
particularly following the failure of the NPT Review
Conference in 2005 and North Korea’s nuclear tests in 2006,
2009, and 2013. In response to these developments, China has
adopted a mixed approach. Two aspects of this behaviour will
be explored here: continued emphasis on multilateral efforts,
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highlighting growing Chinese concern over counterproliferation and pre-emption in tacking proliferation issues;
and a ‘wait and see’ approach to the FMCT and CTBT.
Multilateral Efforts

Initially, from 2000–5, numerous Chinese officials like
Ambassador Zhang Yishan called for international efforts to
repair the nuclear order and maintain global strategic
balance.78 Calls were also made by Chinese officials for a ban
on the development of new nuclear weapons designs.79
According to China’s Ambassador for Disarmament, Hu Xiaodi,
‘no research and development work should be conducted into
low-yield nuclear weapons or “mini-nukes” aimed at probable
battlefield use’ and efforts should be made to prevent an arms
race in space.80 China’s white papers on non-proliferation and
arms

(p.133)

control in 2003,81 2005,82 and 200783 referred to

the shifts that had taken place in US nuclear strategy, with the
2003 paper stating that ‘unilateralism and double standards
must be abandoned, and great importance should be attached
and full play given to the role of the United Nations’.84
China reaffirmed commitments to institutional aspects of
nuclear order, reforming national regulations on export
control,85 entering into dialogue with international export
control groups like the Wassenaar Arrangement, and even
joining the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) in 2004. During
this period, China also deepened its participation in security
dialogues with a number of developed countries, including the
US, culminating in an ‘experts talk’ between both countries on
nuclear strategy in Washington, DC in 2009.86 In addition,
China was actively engaged in promoting non-proliferation
and arms control norms. According to Hu Xiaodi, ‘these norms
are good for everyone, including China’.87 Later, in 2003,
China became host of the Six Party Talks to resolve the North
Korean nuclear crisis;88 sponsored a seminar on arms control
and disarmament with the United Nations; signed a joint
declaration in 2004 on non-proliferation and arms control with
the European Union;89 and in 2005 supported UNSCR 1540 on
non-proliferation.90
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Of the above commitments, China’s decision to host the Six
Party Talks represented an active form of engagement in
defending the non-proliferation pillar of nuclear order.91 In
tackling this crisis, the international community initially
pinned considerable pressure and hope on China to turn this
threat to nuclear order around. In hindsight, this reflected an
inflated reading of

(p.134)

China’s influence over North Korea.

Nevertheless, on this issue China considers itself to have made
a ‘significant contribution to the stability of the Northeast
Asian situation’.92 Thomas J. Christensen, former Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs
during the Bush administration, adds that ‘almost none of the
progress to date in the talks would have been possible without
China’s active engagement in the process’.93 More specifically,
in late 2006 and early 2007 China exerted economic pressure
on North Korea, which led to the disablement of nuclear
facilities at Yongbyon. China’s assertiveness came amid sharp
reaction to North Korea’s testing of a nuclear weapon in 2006,
for which Beijing reportedly received only a twenty-minute
warning.94 China subsequently supported UNSCR 1695, which
imposed technology transfer and financial sanctions on North
Korea, and Hu Jintao labelled the test a ‘flagrant’ (hanran 悍然)
act that China was resolutely against.95 These represented
strong words from China and a serious effort to uphold the
non-proliferation norm. Since then the Six Party Talks have
been suspended, and North Korea has conducted additional
nuclear tests in 2009 and 2013. China responded to the
second nuclear test in 2009 by voting in favour of UNSCR
1874 but refrained from using strong diplomatic language.
Instead, China called for the resumption of the Six Party Talks
but received criticism, particularly in the US, for deepening its
economic and political ties to North Korea and for not
adopting a stronger stance to pressure the regime back to the
negotiating table.96 China’s response to North Korea’s third
nuclear test, conducted on 12 February 2013, has been
slightly stronger.97 In this regard, China has supported
UNSCR 2094, which makes it harder for the North Korean
regime to transfer cash, and prohibits the sale of luxury goods.
Additional Chinese efforts include publicly issuing a
comprehensive list of prohibited export items to North Korea
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in September 2013, and freezing North Korean bank accounts
in a number of major Chinese banks.98

(p.135)

In contrast, on the Iranian nuclear issue China has largely
abstained from active involvement. In fact, for some China’s
lack of action represents a step backwards in terms of its
engagement with the non-proliferation regime, with Beijing
deliberately delaying and weakening the effect of sanctions on
Iran, in particular UNSCR 1929, which applied a fourth round
of sanctions in June 2010.99 In general, China remains
unconvinced of Iranian nuclear weaponization efforts, and
considers sanctions a poor tool in countering said activities if
they indeed exist.100 Chinese analysts like Shen Dingli argue
that should harder evidence emerge of Iranian nuclear
weapons development, China will be placed in an increasingly
difficult position.101 So far, however, China has sought to
emphasize the pursuit of multilateral E3+3 diplomacy (UK,
France, Germany, Russia, China, and US) to resolve this issue,
insisting throughout on the sovereign right of all countries to
nuclear energy. In this regard, in November 2013 China was
part of the so-called P5+1 negotiations (between Iran and the
US, Russia, China, the UK, France, and Germany) that led to
the Geneva interim deal on Iran’s nuclear programme.102
As will be argued later in this chapter, on this particular issue
China is constrained by a number of important domestic
interests. More fundamentally, Beijing sees the Iranian
nuclear question through a different lens to Washington,
attributing the crisis to mistakes in US foreign policy, from the
1979 revolution to Bush including Iran in an ‘axis of evil’, as
well as what Beijing perceives to be genuine concerns in Iran
over regional security, particularly vis-à-vis Israel.103
Moreover, given that China officially remains unconvinced of
Iranian nuclear weaponization efforts, this means that it does
not share the same sense of urgency over this issue (and the
implied challenge it poses to global nuclear order) as the US.
China’s dislike of sanctions as a tool to combat nuclear
proliferation extends beyond the North Korean and Iranian
issue. In a general sense, China considers sanctions
unnecessarily intrusive and ineffective tools, all part of a USled counter-proliferation strategy to curtail nuclear weapons
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development.104 China’s decision not to participate in the PSI,
launched

(p.136)

by the Bush administration in 2003, also

reflects its attitude to coercive sanctions.105 Like sanctions,
PSI acts as a pre-emptive/counter-proliferation measure by
interdicting ships at sea suspected of transporting dual-use
sensitive technology and equipment. China objects to the PSI
on the grounds that it is a selective initiative led by the US,
acting on shady international legal grounds, and targeting
specific ships. It also bypasses the UN Security Council and
prioritizes the use of force to counter nuclear proliferation.106
In essence, from the Chinese perspective, by promoting
double standards and embedding discrimination into global
nuclear order PSI is counterproductive to the goal of nonproliferation.107
Reservations Over FMCT and CTBT

Elsewhere during this period, in relation to treaty
commitments, China approached with caution negotiations
towards an FMCT, initially linking its position to a treaty
banning weapons in space (known as the Prevention of Arms
in Outer Space Treaty, or PAROS).108 Indeed, in the early part
of the decade prevention of an arms race in space arguably
became the main goal of China’s arms control and nonproliferation policy, overshadowing all other aspects. Between
2000 and 2004 China even abandoned efforts to achieve an
international NFU agreement, instead issuing working papers
to the CD for the completion of PAROS.109 According to
Medeiros, in linking PAROS to an FMCT the Chinese were
‘intentionally obstructionist’ and driven by an ‘anti-NMD
campaign in the Conference on Disarmament’.110 Eventually,
by 2003, China dropped the linkage between the FMCT and
PAROS. However, scepticism remains even today over China’s
commitment to an FMCT. Although China has maintained
official support for an FMCT since 1997 and discontinued the
production of fissile material, it has refrained from offering
(p.137) an official moratorium. More recently, in June 2009,
China was faulted for delaying negotiations over procedural
issues at the CD, where an FMCT is likely to be negotiated.111
The CTBT represents another area of relative inaction from
Beijing. China has so far failed to ratify this treaty, despite
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periodically declaring its intention to do so. In 2003, there
were high hopes for ratification of the treaty when China set
up a national preparatory authority for implementation of the
CTBT, established International Monitoring System facilities,
and co-hosted a regional workshop for the CTBT.112 However,
it would seem that US rejection of the CTBT during the Bush
administration was a major setback that had, according to
Chinese official Wang Guangya, ‘cast a dark shadow on the
treaty’s entry into force’.113 Similarly, China remains
concerned by the fact that India resides outside the CTBT.
Given the perceived high cost of the CTBT to China’s nuclear
deterrent, some have observed that Chinese delegates were
actually ‘relieved’ the US would decide against ratification.114
Others have pointed to deficiencies in the treaty, notably the
lack of an NFU provision and technical difficulties for certain
countries to match international monitoring standards.115
In sum, in the 2000s China’s engagement with institutional
aspects of nuclear order has been cautious and incomplete. On
the one hand, China has gone so far as to defend the nonproliferation pillar of nuclear order by hosting the Six Party
Talks. Such behaviour reinforces China’s long-held vision of a
more representative global nuclear order. On the other hand,
China is not a member of PSI and dislikes the growing use of
sanctions, considering these tools discriminatory and
destabilizing to nuclear order. China has also remained largely
unhelpful over the Iranian nuclear issue, as well as frustrating,
at times, discussions of an FMCT at the CD, and failing, as yet,
to ratify the CTBT.

Understanding China’s Engagement in the
2000s
China’s response to the crisis in global nuclear order has been
explored here in terms of the impact of changes in US nuclear
posture on China’s nuclear

(p.138)

strategy, as well as

Beijing’s approach to proliferation crises and institutional
aspects of nuclear order. On both fronts, China’s behaviour
reflects continuity rather than change. China maintains a
nuclear strategy based on retaliation, and remains engaged
with nuclear order, making clear, as in the past, its preference
for a more multilateral order.
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In understanding the continued commitment to retaliation in
nuclear strategy, domestic variables related to economics and
technology are useful. Internal discussions are in keeping with
China’s original strategy of uncertain retaliation, established
in the 1980s. The emphasis placed on uncertainty, including
the potential pursuit of more assured forms of retaliation,116
preserves NFU and demands no drastic change to China’s
limited nuclear force modernization plans. Consequently,
retaliation is a cheaper and less provocative strategy
compared to warfighting, which is more likely to spark an
arms race with the US. According to Gu Dexin and Niu
Yongjun of China’s NDU, this approach complements
economic and political goals but also reflects a new external
reality in which China does not need a strategy based on
assured destruction to deter other states. All that is required
for nuclear deterrence is the ability to threaten a few cities.117
China’s decision to continue modernizing its nuclear forces
has both a technical and a security explanation. As to the
technical side, China has a history of slow nuclear
modernization. It was not until the 1980s, with the completion
of an ICBM and SLBM programme, that China for the first
time satisfied the very basic requirements of nuclear
deterrence. Consequently, the starting point for China’s
modernization is extremely low relative to other nuclear
weapons states.118 In terms of security and safety, all nuclear
weapons states at some point have to modernize their nuclear
arsenals. In this vein, the UK recently decided to renew its
Trident programme, and powerful voices in the US have called
for modernization.119 Ye Ruan, former Vice President of the
China Arms Control and Disarmament Association (CACDA),
thus argues that critics of China’s modernization ignore ‘a
universal rule that strengthening and modernizing national
defence is a key guarantee for protecting a country’s
security’.120
In understanding China’s uneven engagement with nonproliferation and institutional aspects of nuclear order in the
2000s, considerations of external

(p.139)

security are

especially relevant. China’s initial switch in focus to PAROS,
and the linking of this to an FMCT, perhaps reflected genuine
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concern over the weaponization of space.121 Since then,
China’s lack of assertiveness over FMCT negotiations and
CTBT ratification reflects long-term security concerns: given
China’s limited stockpile of fissile material an FMCT would
likely place far-reaching restrictions on the future size and
scope of China’s nuclear arsenal.122 Similarly, CTBT
ratification could prove restrictive because China has a limited
amount of nuclear testing data at its disposal relative to the
original five nuclear weapons states. China has conducted only
a small number of nuclear tests (forty-five), equal in number to
the UK but far less than the US (1,032), Russia/former Soviet
Union (715), and France (210).123 In addition, shifts in US
nuclear strategy have created an external security
environment not conducive to deeper institutional
commitments. For example, neither the US nor India have
ratified the CTBT. More generally, from the Chinese
perspective the shift to pre-emption and counter-proliferation
in US nuclear policy (with the growing use of sanctions and
mechanisms like PSI) reflects a negative trend moving away
from a multilateral nuclear order to an order based on nuclear
hegemony.
Elsewhere, China’s decision to host the Six Party Talks from
2003 to 2009 can be understood initially in terms of fears of
US military strikes against North Korea in 2003 when the
regime withdrew from the NPT; the continuing rationale that
North Korea’s nuclear and missile activities prompts US
theatre missile defence plans in Northeast Asia; and in the
longer term, the potential loss of a security buffer, were the
North Korean regime to fail, to US armed forces stationed in
South Korea. In addition, internal security concerns might
have contributed to the decision to host the talks, since regime
collapse in North Korea would likely lead to a humanitarian
crisis and the influx of refugees into northern regions of China
such as Dandong.124 Similarly, since 2009 external and
internal security concerns account for the toning-down in
China’s assertiveness over this issue, with Beijing prioritizing
future relations with the North (and its new leadership) and
stability on its border in Dandong over the denuclearization of
the peninsula.125

(p.140)
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Variables associated with image offer additional insight into
China’s decision to host the Six Party Talks. As host, China
indicated its support for non-proliferation at a time when its
past proliferation record vis-à-vis Pakistan was again under
scrutiny following the discovery of a 1960s Chinese warhead
design that had passed through the A.Q. Khan network into
Libya. More generally, leadership was intended to allay
regional and global fears over China’s rapid economic and
military growth,126 as well as respond to calls, particularly
from the US, for it to be a more responsible stakeholder in
international affairs.127 However, as with security concerns,
image initially served as a motivating factor for Chinese
action, but it has since had the opposite effect. Where once
the Six Party Talks had pride of place in China’s foreign policy
record, with the stalling of talks since 2009 and the
intransigence displayed by North Korea, including a third
nuclear test in 2013, this issue has become an irritant and a
disappointment to the Chinese government. Over Iran, image
concerns may not explain China’s policy though they can be
used to justify it, where Beijing has sought to reinforce the
peaceful right to nuclear energy and in the process appeal to
non-aligned states, as well as encourage an international
approach to solving this issue.128 However, China’s lack of
action over the Iranian nuclear crisis throughout most of the
2000s suggests that image is insufficient in accounting for its
behaviour. Instead, considerations of national economic
development, in particular extensive investments in Iranian
energy resources, have constrained China.129 Some analysts
have even suggested that a nuclear Iran is in China’s interest,
preventing US control of Persian Gulf oil, and that sanctions
inadvertently benefit China by providing an economic vacuum
of low competitiveness for China to fill.130
In summary, it would seem that self-interested concerns
related to security and economic development shed important
analytical light on the cautious nature of China’s engagement:
whether this is because of deeper treaty commitments, where
an FMCT and ratified CTBT would place greater restrictions
on China’s limited nuclear arsenal and stockpile; or in
opposition to tough sanctions on North Korea and Iran, where
the former might alienate relations and contribute to regime
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collapse on its borders, and the latter might damage Chinese
commercial and energy investments deemed

(p.141)

critical to

national development. On a more positive note, considerations
of international image still prove influential in driving Chinese
engagement, for instance in the decision to host the Six Party
Talks. However, it should be noted that in assuming this role,
one of the best examples of positive Chinese engagement with
nuclear order in this period, China’s action did not undermine
self-interests related to security. In fact, it would seem that
where self-interest might conflict with considerations of nonproliferation, as it has done on the Korean Peninsula nuclear
question since 2009, the former is likely to win out.131
However, this is not to say that China’s level of engagement
with global nuclear order boils down to whether it is in its
interest to engage positively or not with that order. The reality
is a lot more complicated. Both Chinese action on multilateral
issues of a universal nature, as well as inaction elsewhere, for
instance over PSI, reflect a preference driving Chinese
engagement since the 1980s for a more representative global
nuclear order.

Repairing Global Nuclear Order
In the late 2000s, several initiatives have emerged in an effort
to either repair or reconstitute global nuclear order. The first
initiative, with worldwide appeal, at least among governmental
elites in most nuclear weapons states, is a ‘nuclear spring’
initiated by US President Obama in 2009.132 Chiefly focused
on restoring confidence in nuclear order, major aspects of this
initiative included three important developments by April
2010: revised US nuclear, ballistic missile defence, and space
posture reviews; a new START treaty between the US and
Russia; and a Nuclear Security Summit. Added to this, the
NPT Review Conference in May 2010 fared much better than
the previous one in 2005.133 A second and third initiative call
respectively for ‘global zero’ and a ‘nuclear weapons free
world’.134 Of these initiatives, the first is focused on shoring
up the existing nuclear order, whereas the second and third
seek to transform nuclear order into a non-nuclear order.
Neither initiative enjoy universal support—the nuclear free
world idea, for instance, has support in the UK, Japan, and
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Australia, but in France the idea is vehemently rejected.

(p.142)

China’s response to these efforts has largely been positive,
welcoming the Obama agenda and the call for a world free of
nuclear weapons.135 However, for Beijing the idea driving
these initiatives—global nuclear disarmament—is an old one.
As early as the 1950s, China outlined its support for
disarmament by promoting the Stockholm Appeal, and
supporting Soviet disarmament proposals, even calling for a
world disarmament conference on this topic in 1963 and 1964.
Moreover, since 1964 disarmament has remained a key
component of its declaratory nuclear policy.
China has nevertheless taken this opportunity to further
underscore its strong support for nuclear disarmament. For
instance, in September 2009, at a special session on nuclear
weapons issues at the United Nations General Assembly,
Chinese President Hu Jintao outlined a ‘five-point nuclear
proposal’ to realize a world free of nuclear weapons. These
five points included: a need to ‘maintain global strategic
stability and vigorously advance nuclear disarmament’;
‘abandon the nuclear deterrence policy based on first use’;
‘consolidate the nuclear non-proliferation regime; ‘the right of
all countries to the peaceful use of nuclear energy’; and lastly,
develop ‘strong measures to enhance nuclear security’.136
Chinese experts have also contributed to the debate by
focusing on de-emphasizing the value of nuclear weapons and
offering a number of steps to realize this goal: negative
security assurances, an international NFU treaty, de-alerting
nuclear forces, withdrawing nuclear forces deployed abroad,
and an end to the production of new nuclear weapons.137
Absent from these discussions is the question of timing and at
what numbers Beijing would feel comfortable participating in
multilateral negotiations to reduce nuclear arsenals.138 China
has instead insisted that the US and Russia bear ‘special
responsibility’ as the oldest and largest nuclear weapons
states to lead nuclear reductions, and that for China, as a
small nuclear weapons state, it would be unrealistic and
damaging to the credibility of its nuclear deterrent to engage
too early in this process.139 In this light,

(p.143)

China was

initially a reluctant participant in the P-5 conferences on
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multilateral arms control that have taken place in London
(2009), Paris (2011), Washington, DC (2012), Geneva (2013),
and Beijing (2014).140 However, China has since assumed a
proactive role in the P-5 process by taking the lead in devising
a glossary of nuclear terms.141
Elsewhere, China has invested in the nuclear security aspect
of the Obama agenda, using it as a platform to improve its
image as a nuclear weapons state.142 Since 2006, China has
been a founding member of the Global Initiative to Combat
Nuclear Terrorism and has engaged in a plethora of related
activities: revising national guidelines on the physical
protection of nuclear facilities in 2008, ratifying the
amendment of the Convention on the Physical Protection of
Nuclear Materials in 2009 as well as the International
Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism
in 2010, and signing the Practical Arrangement in the Field of
Nuclear Security with the IAEA.143 At the 2010 Washington
Nuclear Security Summit, a Memorandum of Understanding
was signed between the US National Nuclear Security
Administration and China’s Atomic Energy Agency on nuclear
security. This resulted in a commitment to build a nuclear
security centre for excellence in Asia, to open in 2015, to train
custom officials on the detection of the trafficking of nuclear
materials.144
Despite China’s embrace of the nuclear security agenda,
Beijing considers the more ambitious aspects of the Obama
agenda and the goal of a nuclear free world problematic.
Three sets of concerns drive China’s position. First, given the
difficulties in passing the new START agreement in the US, it
is unclear to the Chinese whether Congress is fully sold on the
agenda put forward by the Obama administration and the
associated steps that would need to be taken, such as
ratification of the CTBT.145 Second, the Obama agenda itself
does not seem up to the task. More concretely, the 2010 US
NPR does not embrace possible steps to realize a nuclear
weapons free world,

(p.144)

such as NFU.146 The 2010 NPR

also highlights a growing reliance on missile defence and
advanced conventional capabilities (for example Global
Prompt Strike, or GPS) as a way to de-emphasize nuclear
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weapons. As Lavina Lee points out, such an approach acts as a
double-edged sword: missile defence and systems like GPS are
considered by Beijing as destabilizing to a small nuclear
deterrent based on NFU, thereby complicating its
participation in multilateral arms control and disarmament.147
Furthermore, Chinese analysts fear that US-extended nuclear
deterrence commitments continue to perpetuate nuclear
deterrence, undermining the disarmament goal.148 Third,
more widely, China has experienced an erosion of confidence
in US commitments to arms control and non-proliferation
following the US decision to withdraw from the ABM treaty in
2003, the failure to ratify the CTBT, and a growing preference
for counter-proliferation. China sees these developments as
negative and not conducive to realizing a world without
nuclear weapons.
In particular, China points to the 2008 US–India civilian
nuclear deal149 as counterproductive to repairing the nuclear
order and its position within that order. For China, the deal
was problematic from many angles. First, the deal exposed
double standards exercised by the US, since the exemption
made by the NSG was only granted to India, a country that has
not signed the NPT or the CTBT.150 Despite this, the US
deemed India sufficiently responsible to bend NSG rules.151
Second, given that the deal went some way to grant India
recognition as a responsible nuclear weapons state, it
undermined not only nuclear order but also China’s status as
the sole recognized nuclear weapons state in the region.152
Third, more widely, the deal has had a damaging effect on the
non-proliferation regime, undermining for instance the CTBT
since the deal is weak on testing and safeguards. In turn, this
has added momentum to the pursuit of similar deals such as
the Pakistan–China nuclear reactor deal, a deal also likely to
undermine the institutional basis of nuclear order.153 Fourth,
the US–India deal was perceived in Beijing as part of a wider
attempt by the US to contain a rising China. According to
Shen Dingli the

(p.145)

deal demonstrates that ‘the United

States has decided that using India to check and balance
China is of more importance than non-proliferation’.154 In
addition, from a security standpoint, the deal will allow India
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to complete its nuclear triad and develop minimal deterrence
against China.155
In sum, China has welcomed initiatives to repair the nuclear
order in the late 2000s, in particular efforts related to nuclear
security. However, Beijing remains unconvinced by the level of
US commitment to this task, and is concerned by a number of
destabilizing developments, most notably the 2008 US–India
nuclear deal, which poses challenges not just to the future of
nuclear order but also to China’s own position in that order.

Conclusion
In the 2000s, global nuclear order has faced a number of
challenges, from proliferation crises and institutional
deadlock, to changes in US nuclear posture. Of these, changes
in US nuclear posture have proved particularly problematic for
China in terms of its own nuclear deterrent but also for fear
that the nuclear order was moving away from the more
representative order it preferred, towards a unilateral order
based on US nuclear hegemony. Despite these difficulties,
China has contributed to maintaining nuclear order by
remaining committed to a nuclear strategy based on
retaliation, and through continued engagement with
institutional aspects of the nuclear order, albeit at a
sometimes chequered pace.
China’s decision to continue with a retaliation-based nuclear
strategy was a positive development, reinforcing the
deterrence pillar of nuclear order. Aspects of Bush’s nuclear
plan, such as NMD and the new TRIAD, undermined China’s
nuclear deterrent. Despite this, Chinese approaches to nuclear
strategy and modernization have remained remarkably
unchanged. In declaratory policy, Chinese nuclear strategy
has become more transparent, and from internal debates a
majority view has emerged to remain with retaliation. This
reliance on retaliation continues to offer an alternative way of
thinking about nuclear deterrence to notions of assured
destruction by demonstrating that, even as a rising power,
China can have credible nuclear deterrence at low numbers
and under a condition of NFU.
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In addition, China has continued to engage with multilateral
aspects of nuclear order, even going so far as to defend the
non-proliferation pillar of that order by hosting the Six Party
Talks from 2003 to 2009. However, China

(p.146)

has

refrained from participation in the PSI and the promotion of
sanctions to combat nuclear activities in Iran and North Korea,
considering these part of a counter-proliferation and preemption strategy that is destabilizing to nuclear order. Beyond
proliferation crises, China’s caution has extended to
negotiations on an FMCT, which has remained stalled at the
CD, and the CTBT, which it has yet to ratify. Self-interested
domestic considerations of security and economics play a
significant role in guiding this inaction. Taken together,
China’s engagement as a rising power in the 2000s has both
positive and negative implications for nuclear order. On the
one hand, China’s decision to host the Six Party Talks and
remain engaged in a number of multilateral efforts has served
to reinforce nuclear order. On the other hand, Chinese
inaction over the Iranian nuclear crisis, the FMCT, and CTBT
ratification has undermined the non-proliferation pillar of
nuclear order.
In the late 2000s there have been concerted efforts to repair
global nuclear order, led by the Obama administration. China
officially supports these efforts but remains unconvinced of US
commitment, given the shift towards counter-proliferation and
pre-emption in US nuclear thinking and the 2008 US–India
civilian nuclear deal. China is also wary of Western intentions
to integrate Beijing too early into a multilateral arms control
and disarmament process, which it perceives as damaging to
its small nuclear deterrent. More generally, China does not
share the same urgency as the US over the threat posed by
Iranian nuclear activities to nuclear order; nor does it agree
with prescribed methods, such as tough sanctions, to deal with
the North Korean nuclear weapons programme. Despite these
misgivings and areas of disagreement, China recognizes that
the nuclear order is in trouble. Beijing has thus invested in the
nuclear security agenda, and has taken these initiatives to
repair nuclear order as an opportunity to reiterate its own
ideas regarding nuclear deterrence and disarmament, in
particular NFU, which might be conducive to realizing a world
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free of nuclear weapons. Placed in wider historical context,
since 1949 China has come a long way: from challenging
nuclear order and offering its own model during the Maoist
era, to promoting a more multilateral nuclear order in the
1980s and 1990s, and ultimately emerging as a pivotal actor in
the process of repairing that order in the 2000s.
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